
Truffle Social seeks Senior Account Manager
with Paid Social expertise

We’re on the hunt for a Senior Account Manager to join the fold. Working in a fast-paced
environment, the ideal candidate will be able to coordinate multiple brands, developing the
social strategy across our clients’ channels, whilst managing other team members (Account
Executive, Community Manager Account Assistant and Design team).

What we’re looking for is a brilliant and inspiring SAM who is a leader in all things social, as
passionate about spreadsheets as you are about storytelling. It is essential that you have a
performance-led approach and have solid experience in running paid social campaigns.
Setting and tracking KPIs to evaluate success will be fundamental to your role and you must
have an ability to analyse data and provide recommendations that are understandable to
clients, as well as ambitious but realistic targets for the team including an implementation
process.

Your primary objective will be to deliver effective and efficient campaigns including Always
On organic content calendars and hero projects and campaigns across our client portfolio
that spans a number of sectors: FMCG, Hospitality, Fashion & Beauty, Property & Interiors,
Health & Wellbeing.

You will build upon the strength of our existing relationships and realise our position as a
social partner to our clients, delivering forward-thinking content and strategies that tap into
the zeitgeist. We always want to bring more to our clients so you must have a finger on the
pulse culturally and be confident in presenting recommendations that go beyond the
expectations of traditional agencies. This is a role that will be suited to someone who knows
how to speak to brands, is passionate about the work that we do at Truffle and can clearly
articulate our unique strategic creative offering.

This person will be in direct contact with our clients and may from time to time be brought in
to new business pitches so, as with all Truffle team members, you will be our representative,
our champion and a powerful advocate both internally and externally.

Your secondary objective will be managing the team. Internally, you will need to be a
focal point for your team, providing leadership and vision with an organised, ambitious
and inspiring approach. The ideal candidate will have the knowledge, experience and



strategic acumen to manage the team’s workloads according to client value and
objectives and you will work closely with the Account Director in order to set short and
long term goals in support of the larger organisational ambitions.

You will be responsible for articulating and executing monthly reports and robust
strategies – inclusive of internal target-led health check reports on existing client
accounts. You will work with senior management to adapt models where necessary as
well as advise on the unique affiliations, creative campaigns and partnerships externally.

You will be required to run a number of Paid Social campaigns and support on advertising
strategies, therefore, solid experience with Facebook Ads Manager and Facebook Business
Manager is essential. You will know how to set up campaigns, plan the creative, produce
recommendations on budget splits for our paid social output. This will be working with
media spends of all ranges, from £500 to £50,000 at a time. You will carry out the
optimisation across all live campaigns, with an agile approach to ensure our campaigns
make the money ‘sweat’ to generate maximum ROAS, and you will be responsible for
reporting on all KPIs.

The ideal candidate is a team player who is able to work collaboratively as well as on their
own; you will need to manage your own time and work to deadlines, communicating with the
broader team to ensure integration is seamless. You must be results-focused and have
superior attention to detail with good organisational skills. This is an incredible opportunity to
work within this successful and rapidly growing team.

RESPONSIBILITIES
● Deliver campaigns across all social channels: Instagram (full suite), Facebook,

LinkedIn, Twitter, TikTok, YouTube
● WeChat / Weibo experience is not essential but this would be a bonus
● Optimising content per platform - a solid understanding of audience behaviours

is important
● Managing designers on repurposing design content
● Develop and grow our existing client relationships to ensure consistent stream of

excellent creative, revenue-generating work. Work closely with our clients to plan
ahead and integrate campaigns with broader marketing plans

● Ensure the most effective use of resources and drive the highest end creative
work with effective production and delivery of projects to budget and time



● Contribute towards building a strong team that collaborates effectively with other
internal departments, sharing knowledge, processes, client vision and KPIs.

● Clients:
○ Work closely with the clients to understand their business challenges and

identify suitable additional services to address the clients’ needs
○ Have the ability to sell Truffle’s full creative offering to brands in a way that

is compelling and inspiring, e.g., help explain to brands where social ads
can have a bottom line impact on client’s sales and audience growth

○ Ensure Truffle becomes a go-to partner for clients looking to navigate a
rapidly changing tech landscape. Drive innovation and fresh thinking
across the client’s business

○ Monitor the satisfaction of existing clients and ensure that they continue to
work with Truffle

● Team:
○ Ensure managers and execs are working to deliver integrated plans that

display a deep understanding of all channels
○ Help on-board staff with client knowledge, strategic thinking, client

templates, working process etc.
○ Develop and maintain an 'ear' to the ground within the market and

disseminate relevant information to the Truffle team
○ Structuring the team to ensure ownership over key existing client accounts.

Creating an environment that promotes outstanding and proactive client
service and positive morale, as well as identifying and troubleshooting
problems and opportunities for the team

○ Oversee team in delivering impactful content calendars with strategic
understanding of our clients’ objectives and a knowledge of their tone of
voice, guidelines and nuance

○ Provide inspirational leadership to the team to collectively drive retention of
client relationships

○ Work with senior team to maintain profitability on all projects and
campaigns

● Paid social / Analytics:
○ Managing paid social campaigns from start to finish including set-up,

optimisation and reporting
○ Devise budgets for social advertising and present best recommendations

to clients



○ Effectively and clearly use Google Sheets / Excel to display analytics
○ Set new goals and targets for the team across client accounts; track and

monitor throughout the month and jump in to provide direction to the team
if trajectories are not being met; an agile approach is essential and
problem-solving attitude is key

○ Explore new campaign strategies and models, and continuously improve
the campaign strategies through data monitoring and analysis

○ Provide thorough analysis on internal progress within team, among clients
and with regards to internal budgets

○ Provide clear analysis and recommendations to clients when delivering
campaign reports

● Active participant and leader in team settings including client working sessions,
internal brainstorming and training

● Effectively present ideas and recommendations to internal team and to external
clients with the ability to generate interest and excitement

EXPERIENCE
● Proven track record of paid social campaign management
● History of working in social media
● Proven track record of demonstrating empathetic client skills and a

strategic ability to grow long-term client relationships and accounts
● Demonstrated experience and skills in areas such as advertising, creative

production and copywriting
● Well-versed in a fast paced environment
● Minimum 4 years working experience in digital, social media and/or

advertising across B2B and B2C companies
● Experience successfully managing projects and growing relationships with

SMEs and international clients, and working with cross-functional teams and
agency partners

● In-depth knowledge and understanding of social media, digital and current
communications and content marketing trends

● Proven experience accurately reporting and analysing numbers and metrics
● Proficient in social measurement and listening tools (ex. Sprout Social,

Brandwatch, Sprinklr, Hootsuite, Sysomos, native platform business/ad



managers, etc.) and paid social media advertising for all social channels;
Google ad words not essential but a bonus

● Experience developing strategic recommendations/proposals for social
media and digital activations (paid/organic) and KPIs to effectively measure
success

● Result and solution-oriented with a strategic mindset, good logical thinking
and strong in data analysis

● Strong execution and good capacity for pressure, and a good sense of
communication and co-working

● Ability to deliver high quality work, multi-task and project manage/manage
deadlines, and delegate tasks with ease

Attitude and work ethic are high on our priority list and the right candidate will add to and
enrich our culture of excellence - always delivering high quality, memorable work and
proactively making improvements to ensure we cement our esteemed reputation and retain
our position as the UK’s leading social media agency.

The Senior Account Manager will help set the tone for the team, ensuring that values are
in line with Truffle’s vision for an energetic, challenging workplace that provides
opportunities to grow and develop in a welcoming environment. This person must
resonate with Truffle’s no nonsense, go-getter attitude that balances creativity with
maturity and organisation, in order to help train the younger team and to make numerical
targets a core focus.

We look forward to welcoming our next team member who will foster a culture of inclusion
and demonstrate alignment to Truffle’s Diversity, Equity and Inclusion commitments
through sound judgement and strategic decision making.

Applicants should send a cover letter explaining their experience, why they want to work
at Truffle and reference a recent campaign they’ve worked on.

jobs@truffle.social


